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Finding you leads





Australia's must have sales prospecting tool






Our Products
















	


  
Features





Insights to help you sell more
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Alerts





The right reason




Set parameters for companies, contacts, and company activities you are interested in, get notified of strategic changes, staff movements, updates and new targets
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Contacts





The right person




Names, Titles, email and direct lines, Mobiles - all verified by humans to save you time
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Companies





The right company




Over 70,000 major Australian and New Zealand companies, with years of strategic insights and key contacts. Agency and media buyer links to help find the right connection.
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Salesforce API





Clean, fresh data




Run Salesforce or a major CRM system? Need to keep your contact and company data up to date and get updates when data is changing? Save time with our custom integrations.
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Search





Targeted Intelligence




Make a search as simple or complex as you like, or for real firepower ask our team for a custom research request to get the exact target you are looking for
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Exports





Fuel for your sales system




Need to identify and contact 50 bankers, 100 IT Managers or a gross of media strategists - filter your set and go












  




	


  
Testimonials





Client Success Stories
Â 
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Luke Tucker





General Manager â€“ Corporate, Manly Warringah Sea Eagles




Here at the Manly Warringah Sea Eagles, weâ€™ve been benefiting from Prospectorâ€™s business insights and professional support for many years. Prospector is the day-to-day go-to for our corporate sales and servicing team - we certainly benefit greatly from the insights provided and have some great partnership success stories that have originated from Prospector over the years.
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John Simeone





Head of Sales, Qantas




Prospector's saved search alerted my team to a business process change within an organisation that established a major opportunity for us. We are now in the final stages of negotiating a contract worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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Grant Davidson





Managing Director, Davidson Branding




Prospector is an essential business development tool at Davidson. We've tried many systems and programs over the years, but nothing beats the effectiveness of knowing what's happening in the market place daily, and better still: knowing who to contact.
Â 
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Products to help you find business
IRD provides multiple products to find and win deals





Lead Scout
For web browsing
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Free




DOWNLOAD




A simple Google Chrome extension for collecting lead data from websites






Mobile
For iOS or Android users
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FREE




Android




Apple App Store






Enterprise Plan
For large teams
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Custom Pricing




CONTACT US




Everything in Lite, plus:
One-on-one coaching, Exports and lists, User reports for sales management, Salesforce Integration, API access and
Bonus care package!











	


  
Our Team
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Dianna Garth





Managing Director




With a wealth of experience in Media and Marketing, Dianna is passionate about helping sales people beat their targets
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Edd Hayer





General Manager





Edd works with a team of Client Success Officers to ensure every client can get value out of the system, find the deals they are looking for and close more business.
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Samantha Coelho





Editor




Samantha leads an experienced team of journalists and researchers who find sales worthy insights to power the Pro$pector system.












  




	


Contact Us





Let's work together!







Sydney, Australia



9am - 5pm Monday to Friday



1300736447



1300736447



info@irdgroup.com.au










Name


          Email

        

          Phone

        


        Message

      

      



      By continuing, you agree to our Terms & Conditions
 and Privacy Policy
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Comment
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About Us
Our Mission
We're Hiring!





Resources
Tutorials
Brand Assets





Contact Us
1300 736 447
info@irdgroup.com.au
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Cookie Use

We use cookies to ensure a smooth browsing experience.  By continuing we assume you accept the use of cookies.

Accept


Learn More






















